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Typometamorphosis „The Transformation“ by Franz Kafka, nomination of
the German Kafka Society 2007, international exhibitions 2008-2011

Typometamorphosis | Works for the German Hesse Museum on the occasion
of the 50th anniversary of the death of Hermann Hesse, individual exhibition 2012

Sculptural mural for the public science city Library, 700 cm x 220 cm, Mainz | 2017

Ruach 1 | 2011 | Size of the painting: 80 x 100 cm | Material: pure linen
on wood | Painting technique: old masters oil painting on Tempera Primer
Paint: Tempera, Mussini, finest artists‘ resin oil paints

R u a c h 3 | Triptychon | 2017 | 3 x 80 x 100 cm
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Hand-painted glass art in this German glass art studio | 2014

My work is to emphasize the intimate interaction of light, form and space in architecture - to compose and orchestrate
the boundaries between inside and outside of our visual world - through the sensory impression of my sacred glass art.“
Gabriel

Triptych „Cosmic Christ“, innovative stained glass paintings and glass etchings | 2018
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